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Economists have increasingly turned to the experimental model of the physical sciences as a method to understand human behavior. Peer-reviewed articles using the methodology of experimental economics were almost nonexistent until the mid-1960s and surpassed 50 annually for the first time in 1982; and by 1998, the number of experimental papers published per year exceeded 200 (Holt, 2006). Lab experiments allow the investigator to influence the set of prices, budget sets, information sets, and actions available to actors, and thus measure the impact of these factors on behavior within the context of the laboratory. The allure of the laboratory experimental method in economics is that, in principle, it provides ceteris paribus observations of individual economic agents, which are otherwise difficult to obtain.

A critical assumption underlying the interpretation of data from many laboratory experiments is that the insights gained in the lab can be extrapolated to the world beyond, a principle we denote as generalizability. For physical laws and processes like gravity, photosynthesis, and mitosis, the evidence supports the idea that what happens in the lab is equally valid in the broader world. The American astronomer Harlow Shapley (1964, p. 43), for instance, noted that “as far as we can tell, the same physical laws prevail everywhere.” In this manner, astronomers are able to infer the quantity of certain gases in the Sunflower galaxy, for example, from observations of signature wavelengths of light emitted from that galaxy.
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The basic strategy underlying laboratory experiments in the physical sciences and economics is similar, but the fact that humans are the object of study in the latter raises special questions about the ability to extrapolate experimental findings beyond the lab, questions that do not arise in the physical sciences. While few scientists would argue that observation influences whether Uranium_{239} would emit beta particles and turn into Neptunium, human behavior may be sensitive to a variety of factors that systematically vary between the lab and the outside world. In particular, we argue, based on decades of research in psychology and recent findings in experimental economics, that behavior in the lab is influenced not just by monetary calculations, but also by at least five other factors: 1) the presence of moral and ethical considerations; 2) the nature and extent of scrutiny of one’s actions by others; 3) the context in which the decision is embedded; 4) self-selection of the individuals making the decisions; and 5) the stakes of the game. The remainder of this paper is devoted to examining how each of these factors influences decision making and the extent to which the environment constructed in the lab does or does not conform to real-world interactions on these various dimensions.

We begin by presenting a simple model in which utility maximization is influenced not only by wealth maximization, but also by an individual’s desire to “do the right thing” or make the “moral” choice. We then discuss the empirical evidence concerning the role of the five factors (above) in laboratory experiments. Although our arguments apply more generally (Levitt and List, 2006), we focus the bulk of the discussion on the class of experiments that is believed to measure pro-social preferences. We provide a summary of the most popular games of this type in Table 1. We next discuss the extent to which the five factors systematically differ between laboratory experiments and naturally occurring environments, and explore how these differences affect the generalizability of experimental results outside the lab. We conclude that, just as is the case with naturally-occurring data, great caution is required when attempting to generalize lab results out of sample: both to other populations and to other situations. Interpreting laboratory findings through the lens of theory helps us to understand the observed pattern of results and facilitates extrapolation of lab results to other environments. Field

---

1 There are instances where generalizability might not be of first-rate importance. For example, when testing a general theory, generalizability might not be a concern. In fact, as a first test of theory, an experimenter might wish to create an artificial environment for its own purpose: to create a clean test of the theory. Another example would be using the lab for methodological purposes—that is, to inform field designs by abstracting from naturally-occurring confounds.

2 This list certainly does not exhaust the set of reasons that lab experiments may not provide direct guidance with respect to behavior outside the lab. For instance, subjects tend to have less experience with the games they play in the lab, and there is no opportunity to seek advice from friends or experts in the lab. Also of potential importance is the fact that outside the lab, the design of institutions may be driven by sophisticated agents who seek ways to exploit the anomalous tendencies of those with whom they interact (Glaeser, 2004); this force is not at work inside the lab. For further discussion of these issues, see Harrison and List (2004) and Levitt and List (2006).
## Table 1
Summary of Experimental Games Used to Measure Social Preferences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of game</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Typical finding</th>
<th>Social preference interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Ultimatum game<sup>a</sup> | A two-stage game where two people, a proposer and a responder, bargain over a fixed amount of money. In the first stage, the proposer offers a split of the money, and in the second stage, the responder decides to accept or reject the offer. If accepted, each player receives money according to the offer; if rejected, each player receives nothing. | Proposer: Majority of offers in the range of 25–50% of fixed amount. Few offers below 5%.

**Responder:** Frequently reject offers below 20% of fixed amount. | Proposer: Fairness

**Responder:** Punish unfair offers: negative reciprocity, fairness preferences, such as inequity aversion |
| Dictator game<sup>b</sup> | A variant of the ultimatum game: strategic concerns are absent as the proposer simply states what the split will be and the proposer has no veto power, rendering the proposed split as effective. | Usually more than 60% of subjects pass a positive amount of money, with the mean transfer roughly 20% of the endowment.

**Proposer:** Average transfer of roughly 50% of endowment.

**Responder:** Repayment is increasing in transfer.

Average repayment rate is nearly 50% of transfer. | Altruism; fairness preferences, such as inequity aversion |
| Trust game<sup>c</sup> | A sequential prisoner’s dilemma game wherein the first mover decides how much money to pass to the second mover. All money passed is increased by a factor, $f > 1$, and the second mover then decides how much money to return to the first mover. In this light, the second mover is a dictator who has been given his endowment by the first mover. | **Proposer:** “Wage” or “price” offer is typically greater than the minimum allowed.

**Responder:** Effort or quality increases in “wage” or “price” offer. | **Proposer:** Trust; foresee positive reciprocity

**Responder:** Trustworthiness, positive reciprocity |
| Gift exchange game<sup>d</sup> | Similar to the trust game, but the money passed by the first mover (often labeled the “wage” or “price” offer), is not increased by a factor, rather it represents a pure lump-sum transfer. Also, the first mover requests a desired effort, or quality, level in return for the “wage” or “price” offer. The second mover then chooses an effort or quality level that is costly to provide, but increases the first mover’s payoff. | Players’ contribution to public good is roughly 50% of endowment in one-shot games. Many players’ contributions unravel to approach 0% in latter rounds of multi-period games | Altruism; fairness preferences, conditional reciprocity |
| Public goods game<sup>e</sup> | Generalization of the prisoner’s dilemma game in that $n$ group members decide simultaneously how much to invest in the public good. The payoff function is given by $P_i = e - g_i + \beta\sum g_i$, where $e$ represents initial endowment; $g_i$ is the level of tokens that subject $i$ places in the group account; $\beta$ is the marginal payoff of the public good; and $\sum g_i$ is the sum of the $n$ individual contributions to the public good. By making $0 < \beta < 1 < n\beta$, the dilemma follows. | | |

---

<sup>a</sup> See Roth (1995) for a discussion of ultimatum and dictator games. This game was first proposed in the economics literature by Guth, Schnitberger, and Schwarze (1982).

<sup>b</sup> This game was first proposed in the economics literature by Kahneman, Knetsch, and Thaler (1986). A related game is the “punishment game,” whereby an observer can, for a cost, punish the first mover by subtracting a portion of the first mover’s payoff.

<sup>c</sup> This game was first proposed in the economics literature by Berg, Dickhaut, and McCabe (1995).

<sup>d</sup> This game was first proposed in the economics literature by Fehr, Kirchsteiger, and Riedl (1993), and a related game is Camerer and Weigelt (1988). The payoff function description for the buyer is similar to Fehr, Gachter, and Kirchsteiger’s (1997) S13-S16 treatments. In this case, the price represents a pure lump-sum transfer, which differs from the earlier joint profit equation (Fehr, Kirchsteiger, and Riedl, 1993), which was characterized by price increases leading to an increase in the sum of payoffs when $q < 1$.

<sup>e</sup> See Ledyard (1995) for a discussion of these types of games. This is a generalization of the famous prisoner’s dilemma game.

---

### Notes
- *Typical finding* columns describe the behavior of subjects and proposers in these games.
- *Social preference interpretation* columns provide interpretations based on experimental findings and theory.
experiments, which exploit randomization in naturally-occurring settings, offer an attractive marriage of these competing empirical strategies.

A Model of Utility with Wealth and Morality

We begin by developing a model that makes precise our arguments regarding the potential factors that might influence individual decision-making. Many economists, dating back to Adam Smith, have emphasized that factors beyond wealth (for example, acting morally) enter into the utility function. We do not claim originality in the ideas we are modeling. Rather, we view the model merely as a useful framework for organizing our discussion about the generalizability of results from laboratory experiments.

A utility-maximizing individual $i$ is faced with a choice regarding a single action $a$. The choice of action affects the agent’s utility through two channels. The first effect is on the individual’s wealth (denoted $W$). The higher the stakes or monetary value of the game, which we denote $v$, the greater the decision’s impact on $W$. The second effect is the nonpecuniary moral cost or benefit associated with the action, which we denote as $M$. Decisions which an individual views as immoral, antisocial, or at odds with his or her own identity (Akerlof and Kranton, 2000, 2005) may impose important costs on the decision maker (see also Gazzaniga, 2005). This moral payoff might vary across people, religions, or societies.

In practice, many factors influence the moral costs associated with an action, but for modeling purposes, we focus on just three aspects of the moral determinant. The first of these is the financial externality that an action imposes on others. The greater is the negative impact of an action on others, the more negative the moral payoff $M$. We model the externality as being an increasing function of the stakes of the game $v$. The second factor that influences the moral choice is the set of social norms or legal rules that govern behavior in a particular society. For instance, the mere fact that an action is illegal (for example, illicit drug use or smoking in restaurants), may impose an additional cost for partaking in such behavior. We denote these social norms against an action as $n$, with a greater value of $n$ associated with a stronger norm against a behavior. Third, moral concerns depend on the nature and extent of how an individual’s actions are scrutinized—such as whether the act is being televised, is taking place in front of one’s children, or is performed under the watchful eye of an experimenter—as well as the way in which the process for reaching the decision and final allocation is emphasized (for example, in bargaining between husbands and wives, it is not just the final allocation that matters, but also the nature of the discussion by which the decision is reached). We denote the effect of scrutiny as $s$, with higher levels of $s$ associated with greater moral costs.

$\text{References}$

3 Smith viewed decisions as a struggle between “passions” and an “impartial spectator”—a “moral hector who, looking over the shoulder of the economic man, scrutinizes every move he makes” (Grampp, 1948, p. 317, as cited in Ashraf, Camerer, and Loewenstein, 2005). For formal models of such issues, see, for instance, Becker (1974), Akerlof (1982), and Bernheim (1994).
With these considerations in place, focusing on the case in which utility is additively separable in the moral and wealth arguments, the utility function for individual \( i \) is:

\[
U_i(a, v, n, s) = M_i(a, v, n, s) + W_i(a, v).
\]

Framing the problem of utility maximization in this way yields several predictions. For example, in situations without a moral component, like the choice between investing in a stock or bond index, the model reverts back to a standard wealth maximization problem. However, when the wealth-maximizing action has a moral cost associated with it, the agent will deviate from that action to some extent towards an action that imposes a lower moral cost. The greater is the social norm against the wealth maximizing choice, or the greater the degree of scrutiny when the wealth-maximizing action has a social cost, the larger the deviation from that choice. In both cases, we envision the agent trading-off morality and wealth. When individuals follow different moral codes, they will generally make different choices when faced with the same decision problem. Typically, we expect that as the stakes of the game rise, wealth concerns will increase in importance relative to fairness concerns, although this need not always be the case.4

We would also expect that these various determinants of moral costs can interact, although the extent of such interaction remains an open empirical issue. For instance, for any given social norm \( n \), as stakes \( v \) rise, the moral penalty for violating a given norm will be greater. As an example, people frown on shoplifting, but are much more forgiving of shoplifting than of embezzling millions of dollars. Likewise, the moral cost of violating a social norm increases as scrutiny \( s \) rises. For instance, an individual likely faces a larger utility loss from a crime if his capture is broadcast on CNN rather than merely recorded in his rap sheet.

The relevant social norms and the amount of scrutiny are not necessarily exogenously determined, but can be influenced in the context of real-world situations. For instance, panhandlers often emphasize physical deformities or carry placards claiming veteran’s status to elicit greater sympathy from potential givers. When churches use “open” rather than “closed” collection baskets, they are acting in a manner consistent with recognition of the importance of norms and scrutiny, as potential contributors can not only see the total amount already gathered, but neighbors can witness each others’ contributions (Soetevent, 2005).

The utility function we describe has relevance for a wide variety of behavior. For instance, the model explains why out-of-town visitors to a restaurant will leave a tip, even though they never intend to dine there in the future. Although leaving a tip imposes a financial cost on the diner, tipping provides an offsetting nonpe-

---

4 In Rabin’s (1993) model, for sufficiently high stakes there will be no concern for fairness. Under our model there will be less, but potentially some, concern for others as stakes increase. Alternative models do exist, however; for example, Ledyard (1995) presents a model of voluntary contributions in which altruism and selfishness are traded off in such a way that an increase in the stakes has no influence on individual contributions.
cuniary reward. This behavior holds true even if one is eating alone, but probably even more so when there is a higher degree of scrutiny such as when you are accompanied by business clients, on a first date, or when another diner is observing your actions. Conlin, Lynn, and O’Donoghue (2003) present results from an extensive data set on tipping that confirms many of these intuitions.

Our primary interest here lies in developing the model’s implications for the generalizability of lab experiments to naturally occurring contexts. When a laboratory experiment diverges from the real-world environment on certain dimensions of interest, the model provides a framework for predicting in what direction behavior in the lab will deviate from that outside the lab.

Implications for Experiments Designed To Measure Social Preferences

The issues that we raise are relevant for a wide range of experimental results, but their bite is likely to be greatest for those games with potential for a strong moral component to behavior. Research on social preferences, one of the most influential areas in experimental economics in recent years, fits this bill. This broad class of games, described earlier in Table 1, includes dictator and ultimatum bargaining games, public goods games, as well as trust and gift exchange games. Results from these types of experiments have been used to argue that pro-social preferences are important in a wide range of real-world settings (for example, Fehr and Gaechter, 2000; Camerer and Fehr, 2004)—an inference based on the assumption that the experimental findings are equally descriptive of the world at large.

In what follows, we examine the empirical evidence on possible complications arising when experimental findings are extrapolated to outside the lab. We are not denying that individuals have social preferences; indeed, our own model assumes that moral costs can be influenced by a concern for others as well as a concern for one’s own appearance. Rather, we are interested in the extent to which the lab provides reasonable guidance as to the importance of such behavior in a wide range of naturally-occurring settings.

Scrutiny That Is Unparalleled in the Field

In the typical lab experiment, subjects enter an environment in which they are keenly aware that their behavior is being monitored, recorded, and subsequently scrutinized. Decades of research within psychology highlights the importance of the role obligations of being an experimental subject, the power of the experimenter herself, and the significance of the experimental situation. For instance, Orne (1962) wrote: “Just about any request which could conceivably be asked of the subject by a reputable investigator is legitimized by the quasi-magical phrase, ‘This is an experiment,’ and the shared assumption that a legitimate purpose will be served by the subject’s behavior.” Schultz (1969, p. 221) described the lab as having
a “superior–subordinate” relationship matched only by that of “parent and child, physician and patient, or drill sergeant and trainee.” Pierce (1908) warned of such effects almost a century ago:

It is to the highest degree probable that the subject[s]’ general attitude of mind is that of ready complacency and cheerful willingness to assist the investigator in every possible way by reporting to him those very things which he is most eager to find, and that the very questions of the experimenter . . . suggest the shade of reply expected. . . . Indeed . . . it seems too often as if the subject were now regarded as a stupid automaton.

The strength of such factors is so compelling that researchers in medical drug trials often go above and beyond using placebo and treatment groups by keeping the administrators themselves in the dark about which patients receive the treatment. In psychology experiments, to avoid demand-induced effects, subjects are often deceived about what exactly the investigator is measuring. In economics, however, deceptive practices are frowned upon. Clearly, the nature of scrutiny inherent in the lab is rarely encountered in the field, and represents an important aspect of the situation that needs to be accounted for when generalizing laboratory results.

Our theory suggests that such scrutiny will exaggerate the importance of pro-social behaviors relative to environments without such scrutiny. For example, List (2006) carries out gift exchange experiments in which buyers make price offers to sellers, and in return, sellers select the quality level of the good provided to the buyer. Higher quality goods are costlier for sellers to produce than lower quality goods, but are more highly valued by buyers. List began by running a standard gift exchange game in a laboratory context, but used experienced sports-card traders as subjects. The results mirrored the typical findings with other subject pools: strong evidence for social preferences was observed, in the sense that sellers offered higher quality levels to buyers who offered higher prices—although the sellers were not obligated by the rules of the game to do so. List then carried out a second lab experiment that maintained the central elements of the gift exchange game, but the goods exchanged in this lab treatment were actual baseball cards whose market values are heavily influenced by minor differences in condition that are difficult for untrained consumers to detect. If social preferences are present on the part of card sellers, then buyers who offer more money should be rewarded with higher-quality cards. When card sellers were brought into the lab to sell their cards, which were subsequently professionally graded, the results paralleled those obtained in the standard gift exchange game with student subjects.

List (2006) then moved from a lab environment (in which sellers knew their behavior was being scrutinized) to the sellers’ natural environment. Importantly, dealers in this treatment were unaware that their behavior was being recorded as part of an experiment. Confederates were sent as buying agents to approach sellers on the floor of a sports-card show, instructing them to offer different prices in
return for sports-cards of varying quality, just as in the lab treatment described above. When the dealers believed that consumers could not have the card graded or when there was likely to be little future interaction, little statistical relationship between price and quality emerged. Only when there were reputational consequences to a dealer (that is, when quality was verifiable and the potential for a long-term relationship existed), was high quality provided. The social preferences so routinely observed in the lab—even for this very same group of traders—were attenuated in the field.

Other field-generated data yield similar conclusions. For example, making use of personnel data from a leading United Kingdom–based fruit farm, Bandiera, Rasul, and Barankay (2005) find that behavior is consistent with a model of social preferences when workers can be monitored: when other workers can observe their productivity, workers internalize the negative externality that they impose on others under a relative compensation scheme. Yet this effect disappears when workers cannot monitor each other, which rules out pure altruism as the underlying cause of workers’ behavior. Being monitored proves to be the critical factor influencing behavior in this study.

Relatedly, Benz and Meier (2006) compare how individuals behave in donation laboratory experiments with how the same individuals behave in the field. They find some evidence of correlation across situations, but find that subjects who have never contributed in the past to the charities gave 60 percent of their endowment to the charity in the lab experiment. Similarly, those who chose not to give to the charities in the two-year period after the experiment gave more than 50 percent of their experimental endowment to the charities in the lab experiment. Similar insights are reported in Laury and Taylor (forthcoming), who find little correlation between an “altruism parameter” estimated from a public goods lab experiment and actual contributions to a real public good (in this case, an urban tree-planting nonprofit organization).

In a “dining game,” Gneezy, Haruvy, and Yafe (2004) find that behavior in a social dilemma game in the laboratory exhibits a considerable level of cooperative behavior—in the lab, students showed great reluctance to impose negative externalities. Yet, in a framed field experiment that resembles the laboratory game—diners were taken to eat at a restaurant—they find no evidence of cooperative play, even though both experimental samples are drawn from the same student population. They speculate that unfamiliarity with the task and confusion are two reasons why negative externalities are influential in the lab but not in the field. Such results are consistent with our model.

Overall, these results are consistent with the wealth of psychological literature that suggests there is only weak evidence of cross-situational consistency of behavior (for example, Mischel, 1968; Ross and Nisbett, 1991). Long ago, Hartshorne and May (1928) discovered that people who cheat in one situation are not the people who cheat in another. If this result spills over to measurement of pro-social preferences, it means either that (a) there is not a general cross-situational trait
called “social preferences,” and/or (b) the subjects view one situation as relevant to social preferences and the other as irrelevant.

Anonymity in the Lab and the Field

Another element of scrutiny is the degree of anonymity conferred upon experimental participants. Anonymity in this case takes two forms. One aspect of anonymity is between experimenter and subject; in some research designs, the experimenter cannot determine what actions the subject takes. This aspect of anonymity is our primary focus. Additionally, there is the question of anonymity among subjects, an issue to which we devote less attention.

In the typical lab experiment, the identity of the subject can readily be linked to individual choices by the experimenter. Our theory predicts that the absence of anonymity will be associated with an increased level of pro-social behavior relative to settings in which individuals are more anonymous.

If the lack of anonymity between the experimenter and subject contributes to pro-social behaviors, then taking steps to reduce the extent to which subjects are knowingly observed should reduce the amount of such behavior. To accomplish this goal, Hoffman et al. (1994; 1996) used a “double-blind” approach wherein the experimental monitor could not infer individual subjects’ actions in a dictator game. Hoffman, McCabe, Shachat, and Smith (1994) find that 22 of 48 dictators (46 percent) donate at least $3 of a $10 pie under normal experimental conditions, but when subject–experimenter anonymity is added, only 12 of 77 dictators (16 percent) give at least $3. Hoffman, McCabe, Shachat, and Smith (1994, p. 371) conclude that observed “behavior may be due not to a taste for ‘fairness’ (other-regarding preferences), but rather to a social concern for what others may think, and for being held in high regard by others.” Davis and Holt (1993, p. 269) note that these results “indicate that this apparent generosity is not altruism, but rather seems to arise largely from concerns about opinions of outside observers,” which not only highlights the power of anonymity but also the important interaction between lab and anonymity effects. Consistent with this interpretation, Andreoni and Bernheim (2006) report subjects are much more likely to split the pie 50–50 in dictator games as scrutiny increases.

List, Berrens, Bohara, and Kerkvleit (2004) adopt a different approach to generating anonymity between the subject and experimenter (as well as among subjects) using a “randomized response” technique. In this approach, for instance, a subject is told to answer “no” if either (a) they chose not to contribute to a public good, or (b) their mother was born in the first six months of the year.

5 We find the lab a fine tool to explore this type of scrutiny, yet manipulating the experimental environment in this manner may induce other difficulties in interpretation. For example, lessons learned from social psychologists teach us that such efforts to ensure anonymity might result in subjects inferring that the experimenter “demands” them to behave in a manner that might be deemed unacceptable (Loewenstein, 1999).

6 It should be noted, however, that Bolton, Zwick, and Katok (1998) and Laury and Taylor (1995) collect data that cast doubt on Hoffman, McCabe, Shachat, and Smith’s (1994) results.
experimenter therefore cannot determine with certainty whether the subject contributed to the public good or not. List, Berrens, Bohara, and Kervleit (2004) found that as decisions became less anonymous, a greater number of subjects opted to give to the public good in a one-shot decision. Both the degree of anonymity between the experimenter and subject, as well as anonymity among subjects, proved important.

Other dimensions of anonymity can also affect giving. For instance, Haley and Fessler (2005) find that giving in a dictator game significantly increases when a pair of eyes is shown on the computer screen where the dictator makes the allocation. This simple manipulation—meant to signal that the subjects’ actions were being observed—increased the proportion of nonzero givers from 55 percent in the control treatment to 88 percent in the “eyespot” treatment. Likewise, Allen (1965) reports that increases in privacy reduce conformity. Individuals are also more likely to conform with the social norm of hand-washing when they are being observed (Harris and Munger, 1989).

Context Matters and Is Not Completely Controlled By the Experimenter

The actions people take are affected by a dazzlingly complex set of relational situations, social norms, frames, past experiences, and the lessons gleaned from those experiences. Consequently, the experimental investigator often lacks complete control over the full context within which the subject makes decisions (see also Harrison and List, 2004).

Experimentalists are fully aware that context in their instructions, inducing role-playing, framing, and the like can influence subject behavior (for example, Roth, 1995; Hertwig and Ortmann, 2001; Bohnet and Cooter, 2005). In a wide range of experimental settings, subtle manipulations have been shown to have drastic effects on actions. Rates of defection in prisoner dilemma games swing wildly depending on whether subjects are playing a “Community” or “Wall Street” game (Ross and Ward, 1996); using terms like “opponents” versus “partners” influences play in a myriad of games (Burnham, McCabe, and Smith, 2000, offer an example); asking people to “contribute” or to “allocate” funds in a linear public goods game matters, as does whether the game is framed as a positive externality or a negative one (Andreoni, 1995). Further, whether the agent “punishes” or “assigns” points to other agents can considerably influence play (for example, Gintis, 2001).

Contextual factors beyond the control of the experimenter appear to have equally profound impacts on actions. Henrich et al. (2005) provide powerful evidence of such effects. This group of scholars conducted one-shot ultimatum, dictator, and public goods games in 15 different small-scale communities in developing countries. They found enormous variation in behavior across communities, differences they were able to relate to patterns of everyday life and the social norms operating in these various communities. For instance, as Henrich et al. (2005, p. 31) note, the Orma readily recognized “that the public goods game was similar to the *harambee*, a locally-initiated contribution that Orma households make when
a community decides to construct a public good such as a road or school,” and subsequently gave quite generously. Likewise, among the whale-hunting Lamalera of Indonesia and the Ache in Paraguay, societies with strong norms of sharing, very generous ultimatum game offers are observed and very few offers are rejected. Alternatively, in small-scale foraging societies, such as the Hadza of Tanzania, low offers and high rejection rates are observed in ultimatum games. As Henrich et al. note (2005, p. 33) these “contrasting behaviors seem to reflect their differing patterns of life, not any underlying logic of hunter-gatherer life ways.”

In all of the experiments Heinrich et al. (2005) conducted, the context that the experimenter can control—the payoffs, the description of the way the game is played, and so on—was almost identical. But the context that actors themselves brought to the game and that experimenters cannot control—like past experiences and internalized social norms—proved centrally important in the outcome of play.

These examples highlight that an aspect of the lab over which experimenters have incomplete control is that subjects may not be playing the game that the experimenter intends. For instance, lab experiments in economics often seek to eliminate concerns as to whether behavior is motivated by a desire to build a reputation by using one-shot experimental designs. The basis for this methodology is that in a one-shot game, subjects will only display cooperative or pro-social behavior out of “social preference reciprocity,” rather than because they are seeking to build and maintain a good reputation so other people will cooperate with them in the future. However, many real-world activities that have aspects of dictator, ultimatum, trust, or gift exchange games, public good provision, and other social dilemmas are typically not one-time encounters, but rather repeated games (for example, Hoffman, McCabe, and Smith, 1996; Ortmann and Hertwig, 2000; Harrison and Rutstrom, 2001). Effectively, personal experiences may cause the subjects to play these one-shot games as if they have some repetition, and the experimenter may have little or no ability to moderate this phenomenon. The Henrich et al. (2005) study of ultimatum games around the world showed that participants in laboratory games are likely to retrieve experiences and strategies that, unbeknownst to the experimenter, change the nature of the games. If an experimenter mistakenly assumes that the agent is treating the game as one-shot, reputation-building behavior can be misconstrued as social preferences.

While researchers might hope that experimental subjects will make clear strategic adjustments from repeated contexts to one-shot games, the empirical evidence is mixed. For instance, in a review of 15 studies that compare behavior across voluntary contribution games where subjects are randomly re-matched with new partners every round, as opposed to being paired with the same subjects over all rounds, Andreoni and Croson (forthcoming) report that five studies find more cooperation among the randomly re-matched, six find more cooperation among the repeatedly paired, and four studies fail to find a difference between the two treatments.

On the other hand, Fehr and Fischbacher (2003) find that responders react strongly to the possibility of acquiring a reputation; Andreoni and Miller (1993)
report similar insights using data drawn from a prisoner’s dilemma game. However, even results that suggest that subjects have an ability to distinguish between situations that have different prospects for future interaction do not necessarily imply that subjects behave in a one-shot experimental situation as if no prospect exists for future interaction. The received results are entirely consistent with a model whereby subjects recognize the difference between games with and without an explicit future, but still hold some prospect for future interaction in games described as one-shot (Samuelson, 2005).

While we know of no evidence that suggests those who exhibit strong social preferences in the lab behave similarly outside the lab, we do not doubt that such evidence can be collected. Yet, even if such data are gathered, many simple manipulations in the lab experiment can yield drastically different measures of individual propensities. This result does not necessarily imply that preferences are labile. Rather, we view such data as evidence that when critical elements of the situation change, behavior will change in predictable ways.

**Stakes**

Our model predicts that in games that have both a morality and wealth component, financial concerns will take on increasing prominence as the stakes rise. The evidence in the literature is only partially consistent with this view. In dictator games, a large increase in stakes generally leads to a less-than-proportionate increase in money transferred. For example, in Carpenter, Verhoogen, and Burks (2005), an increase in stakes from $10 to $100 caused the median offer to drop from 40 percent to 20 percent of the endowment. This result is much weaker for smaller changes in stakes: Cherry, Frykblom, and Shogren (2002) find no perceptible differences in offers across a $10 and $40 dictator game. Stakes effects have also been found in second-mover play in ultimatum games, in which the acceptance rate is generally increasing in the amount offered, conditional on the share offered—that is, a $1 offer in a $5 game is rejected more often than a $100 offer in a $500 game. Slonim and Roth (1998) find that in each range of offers below 50 percent, the acceptance rate goes up as the level of stakes increase (from 60 to 1500 Slovak koruna, the latter of which represents eight days of wages for the typical worker). In another type of game that involves some form of trust, the centipede game, Parco, Rapoport, and Stein (2002) similarly find that raising financial incentives causes a breakdown in mutual trust. Fehr, Fischbacher, and Tougueeva (2002), however, report fairness concerns play an important role for both low and high stakes in trust and gift exchange games.

---

7 In this spirit, our arguments bear similarities to the Lucas critique.

8 The centipede game is an extensive form game that involves potentially several rounds of decisions. The game begins with player one deciding whether to take the payoff in the pot or to pass the decision to player two. If passed, player two then has a similar decision over a different payoff space. After each passing of the pot, the summation of payoffs is slightly increased, but the payoffs are arranged so that if one player passes and the opponent takes the pot, the player that passed receives less than if he or she had taken the pot.
We are not arguing that low stakes games in the lab have no market parallels; we take part in such transactions in well-functioning markets everyday. Our point is that if the analyst does not account properly for the differences in stakes across settings, inaccurate inference concerning the importance of pro-social preferences will likely result. The magnitude of such mismeasurement is a rich area for future research, and it would be interesting to compare the size of the low-stakes effect with that of the other factors discussed above.

Selection into the Experiment

If participants in laboratory studies differ in systematic ways from the actors engaged in the targeted real-world settings, attempts to generalize lab results directly might be frustrated. Most laboratory experiments have been conducted using students who self-select into the experiments. As Doty and Silverthorne (1975, p. 139) note, volunteers in human research “typically have more education, higher occupational status, earlier birth position, lower chronological age, higher need for approval and lower authoritarianism than non-volunteers.” Indeed, Rosenthal and Rosnow (1969) conclude that social experimentation is largely the science of “punctual college sophomore” volunteers, and have further argued that subjects are more likely to be “scientific do-gooders,” interested in the research, or students who readily cooperate with the experimenter and seek social approval (see also Orne, 1962).

In contrast, market participants are likely to be a selected sample of individuals whose traits allow them to excel in the marketplace. If such markets select agents who place a higher (or lower) value of W (or M) on decision tasks than student subjects, then one might suspect that the nature of the student selection into lab experiments might yield exaggerated pro-social behavior relative to such markets. On the other hand, lab participants may have less pro-social preferences than those who select into particular naturally-occurring environments, such as the clergy or public defenders.

One approach to investigating subject pool biases is to examine whether professionals, or other representative agents, and students behave similarly in laboratory experiments. Fehr and List (2004) examine experimentally how chief executive officers (CEOs) in Costa Rica behave in trust games and compare their behavior with that of Costa Rican students. They find that CEOs are considerably

---

9 When experimentally naïve high school students were asked, “How do you think the typical human subject is expected to behave in a psychology experiment?” over 70 percent circled characteristics labeled “cooperative” and “alert” (Rosenthal and Rosnow, 1975, pp. 136–7). However, these discussions typically revolve around social psychology experiments. Since economic experiments involve different subject matter and involve monetary payments, such arguments might not generalize across disciplines. Kagel, Battalio, and Walker (1979) offer some evidence that volunteer subjects in an economics experiment have more interest in the subject than nonvolunteers, but other important variables are not different across volunteers and nonvolunteers.
more trusting and exhibit more trustworthiness than students.\footnote{Harbaugh, Krause, Liday, and Vesterlund (2003) conducted a set of trust experiments with students in third, sixth, ninth, and twelfth grade and found little variation across the participants in terms of trust and trustworthiness. However, in dictator games, the youngest children tend to make considerably smaller transfers than do older children and adults.} These differences in behavior may mean that CEOs are more trusting in everyday life, or it may be that CEOs are more sensitive to the lab and non-anonymity effects discussed above, or that the stakes are so low for the CEOs that the sacrifice to wealth of making the moral choice is infinitesimal.

A related issue concerns the possibility that only certain types of participants—students or professionals—are willing to take part in the experiment. For example, volunteers, whether students or CEOs, who have social preferences or who readily cooperate with the experimenter and seek social approval might be those who are most likely to participate in the experiment. In this case, games that purport to measure pro-social behaviors will yield upper bound estimates on the propensities of the target population.

Some limited but suggestive data from field and lab experiments supports this argument about selection into laboratory gift exchange experiments. When List (2006) approached a number of sports-card sellers about participating in the laboratory experiment described earlier, some sellers declined his invitation. But later and unbeknownst to them, these same sellers participated in the parallel field experiment. Those who declined to participate in the lab portion of the experiment were less pro-social in the field compared to dealers who agreed to participate in the lab experiment, although the differences were imprecisely measured due to small sample sizes and therefore not statistically significant at conventional levels. In a series of dictator games, Eckel and Grossman (2000) compare volunteers (those who select into the lab for an experiment) and pseudo-volunteers (those who are part of a class that is asked to participate during class time). Besides finding observable differences across the subject pools, they find that pseudo-volunteers give more than volunteers, but also that volunteers behave in a less extreme manner than pseudo-volunteers.

**Artificial Restrictions on Choice Sets and Time Horizons**

Another issue closely related to those that we raise in the model is that in experiments, the researcher creates a set of rules governing the interactions, chooses the wording of instructions, and defines the set of actions the subject is allowed to take. In stark contrast, in naturally occurring environments, the choice set often is almost limitless and institutions arise endogenously.

Even among those who choose to participate in lab experiments, restrictions on the available choice set can affect observed behavior. For example, pro-social behavior might be observed less frequently in markets merely because people can avoid situations where they must make costly contributions to signal their generosity. This idea is illustrated in Lazear, Malmendier, and Weber (2006), who in an
experiment allowed agents an opportunity to pay to opt out of playing the dictator game. They find that “the majority of subjects share without really wanting to, as evidenced by their willingness to avoid the dictator game and to even pay for avoiding it.” Such forces are readily observable in the field as well—panhandlers receive less in gifts if passersby can easily “sort” themselves to the other side of the road to avoid interaction.

Another example of how the available choice set influences play in the dictator game can be found in Bardsley (2005) and List (forthcoming). In the typical dictator game, the subject is given, say, $10 and asked what portion the subject would like to share with the other player who received less than $10. The experiment is framed such that “giving nothing” is the least generous act, and substantial sums of money are given away. If instead, the subject is given $10 and is told that the rules allow giving any portion of this money away to the second player, or confiscating up to an additional $10 from the other player, subjects give little to the other player. Likewise, Andreoni, Brown, and Vesterlund (2002) make use of a sequential public goods game with an asymmetric equilibrium and find results consistent with the data in Bardsley and List. Real-world contexts typically offer the option of both giving and receiving, which may help explain in part why, contrary to the lab environment, people rarely receive anonymous envelopes with cash inside.

These examples also highlight that laboratory experiments often restrict the response mode to a single dimension, whereas real-world settings almost always involve multiple response modes. Consider again the act of giving within a dictator game. An agent who is inclined to help others might give money in the dictator game in the lab. In the field, this same agent might give nothing, instead using other more efficient means to express generosity, such as volunteering time to help others. In this example, the laboratory evidence is consistent with some type of broader preference, but that preference might be expressed through a different activity in the field. Thus, when making comparisons across domains, one should take care to include all relevant dimensions.

Related to the choice set is the nature and temporal aspect of the task. Laboratory experiments usually consist of at most a few hours of fairly passive activities. For example, in a standard trust, or gift exchange, games in the laboratory, student subjects typically play several rounds of the game by choosing an effort or wage level (by circling or jotting down a number) in response to pecuniary incentive structures. The experiment usually lasts about an hour and a result often observed is that effort levels and wages are positively correlated. Such results are often interpreted as providing support for the received labor market predictions of Akerlof (1982) that the employer–employee relationship contains elements of gift exchange.

Such inference raises at least two relevant issues. First, is real-world, on-the-job effort different in nature from that required in lab tasks? Second, does the effect that we observe in the lab manifest itself over longer time periods? The evidence is sparse within the experimental economics literature on these issues, but studies are beginning to emerge. Using data gathered from a test of the gift exchange
hypothesis in an actual labor market, Gneezy and List (2006) find that worker effort in the first few hours on the job is considerably higher in a “gift” treatment than in a “non-gift” treatment. However, after the initial few hours, no difference in outcomes was observed over the ensuing days of work. The notion that positive wage shocks do not invoke long-run effects in effort levels is also consistent with data reported in Al-Ubaydli, Steffen, Gneezy, and List (2006), Hennig-Schmidt, Rockenbach, and Sadrieh’s (2006) field experiment, and Kube, Maréchal, and Puppe (2006). These results suggest that great care should be taken before making inference from short-run laboratory experiments to long-run field environments.11

Such insights are consonant with results from the psychology literature in that important behavioral differences exist between short-run (“hot”) and long-run (“cold”) decision making. In the hot phase, visceral factors and emotions might prove quite important, whereas in the cold phase, immediate reactions may be suppressed. Loewenstein (2005) reviews some of the empirical evidence on behavioral differences across cold and hot states.

Generalizing the Findings of Laboratory Experiments to Actual Markets

We believe that several features of the laboratory setting need to be carefully considered before generalizing results from experiments that measure pro-social behaviors to market settings they purport to describe. The model that we advance provides a framework to begin a discussion of the relevant economic and psychological factors that might influence behavior. Such factors include both the representativeness of the situation as well as the representativeness of the population: the nature and extent of scrutiny, the emphasis on the process by which decisions are made, the artificial limits placed on the action space, the imposition of task, the selection rules into the environments, and the stakes typically at risk.

In contrast to the lab, many real-world markets operate in ways that make pro-social behavior much less likely. In financial markets, for instance, the stakes are large, actors are highly anonymous, and little concern seems to exist about future analysis of one’s behavior. Individuals with strong social preferences are likely to self-select away from these markets, instead hiring agents who lack such preferences to handle their financial dealings. Thus, one must take great care when claiming that patterns measured in the experimental economics laboratory are

11 Naturally occurring data concerning the effects of pay shocks on work effort is mixed. Chen (2005), who uses a large data set drawn from the Australian Workplace Industrial Relations Survey to explore reciprocity in the workplace, finds little evidence consistent with reciprocity. Lee and Rupp (2006) examine the effort responses of U.S. commercial airline pilots following recent pay cuts, and find that such effects are very short-lived, consistent with Gneezy and List (2006). In the first week after a pay cut, frequent and longer flight delays are observed, but after the first week, airline flight performance reverts to previous levels. On the other hand, Krueger and Mas (2004) provide evidence consistent with negative reciprocity on the part of disgruntled Firestone employees, and Mas (forthcoming) documents persistent adverse effects on police performance following arbitration decisions in favor of the municipality.
shared broadly by agents in certain real-world markets. It seems highly unlikely, for instance, that at the end of a day’s trading, a successful trader would seek out the party that was on the wrong side of a market move and donate a substantial fraction of the day’s profits to the person who lost—even though parallel behavior is routine in certain experiments. In addition, there is some trend in retail transactions away from an environment that fosters pro-social behavior towards one that does not, because of the rise of Internet sales and large retail chains.

In some naturally occurring settings, however, lab findings may understate the extent of pro-social actions. The degree of scrutiny present when making choices in front of one’s children, or when one’s actions are being televised, may far outstrip that in the lab. Thus, Levitt (2005) finds no evidence of discrimination towards blacks or women by participants on the televised game show “The Weakest Link.” Also, inference from lab experiments measuring social preferences is typically based on interactions of complete strangers, anonymity between subjects, an absence of any social relations between subjects, and restricted communication channels between subjects. To the extent that such factors are not introduced into the lab environment by experimental subjects (yet, see Eckel and Wilson, 2004, footnote 15; Samuelson, 2005), such factors in the real world could induce a greater level of social preferences. For instance, one expects to find a great deal of altruism amongst family members, close friends, and comrades-in-arms. It is important to stress, however, that in settings with repeated interactions, it is difficult to distinguish between pro-social preferences and strategic actions taken with the goal of reputation building. Purely selfishly motivated individuals may forego short-term private gains, for instance, to support a cooperative equilibrium in an infinitely repeated prisoner’s dilemma. When a firm treats an employee in a manner that is consistent with social preferences, the firm may simply be pursuing profit maximization. More careful empirical work in this area is warranted.

In addition, other important forces that are at work in naturally occurring markets can be absent in the lab. As Glaeser (2004) notes, it may be in the best interests of sophisticated agents to design institutions in such a way as to exploit the anomalous tendencies of others with whom they interact. Della Vigna and Malmendier (2006) provide an excellent example in the manner in which health clubs structure fees. Levitt (2004) similarly shows that bookmakers set lines that take advantage of the inherent biases of bettors. If certain markets are arranged whereby entrepreneurs must raise the prevalence of social behaviors to maximize their own profits, then the lab evidence might underestimate the importance of social preferences in comparison to such markets.12

12 In the long run, the impact of endogenously generated institutions on the amount of pro-social behavior is ambiguous. For instance, we learn from evolutionary biology that selection pressures can work against organisms that overextract from their hosts. In this case, firms that implement such policies can be displaced by firms that extract less from consumers. Even without such evolutionary competition, or in cases where incumbency advantages are large, if such institutions significantly raise the cost of faulty decision making, learning might occur more quickly and to a greater degree in markets than in the lab. However, if feedback mechanisms are weak in the field, such effects may generally not be observed.
Concluding Remarks

Perhaps the most fundamental question in experimental economics is whether findings from the lab are likely to provide reliable inferences outside of the laboratory. In this paper, we argue that the choices that individuals make depend not just on financial implications, but also on the nature and degree of others’ scrutiny, the particular context in which a decision is embedded, and the manner in which participants are selected to participate. Because the lab systematically differs from most naturally occurring environments on these dimensions, experiments may not always yield results that are readily generalizable. Specifically, we argue that lab experiments generally exhibit a special type of scrutiny, a context that places extreme emphasis on the process by which decisions and allocations are reached, and a particular selection mechanism for participants. In contrast, many real-world markets are typified by a different type of scrutiny, little focus on process, and very different forms of self-selection of participants.

The points we make concerning generalizability of lab data apply with equal force to generalizing from data generated from naturally occurring environments. Empirical economists understand that studies of sumo wrestlers or sports-card traders cannot be seamlessly extrapolated to other economic settings. Any empirical estimate requires an appropriate theory for proper inference—and this lesson holds whether the data are obtained in the lab, from coin collector shows, or from government surveys. We envision similar practices among experimental economics: just as economists would want a model of firm and consumer behavior to tell what parameter we are estimating when we regress quantities on prices, we need a model of laboratory behavior to describe the data-generating process, and how it is related to other contexts. Theory is the tool that permits us to take results from one environment to predict in another, and generalizability of laboratory evidence should be no exception.

The discussion in this paper suggests three important conclusions regarding research design and interpretation. First, combining laboratory analysis with a model of decision-making, such as the model we present in this paper, expands the potential role of lab experiments. By anticipating the types of biases common to the lab, experiments can be designed to minimize such biases. Further, knowing the sign and plausible magnitude of any biases induced by the lab, one can extract useful information from a study, even if the results cannot be seamlessly extrapolated outside the lab. In this sense, even in cases where lab results are believed to have little generalizability, some number from a laboratory estimate is better than no number, provided that a theoretical model is used to make appropriate inference.

Second, by adopting experimental designs that recognize the potential weaknesses of the lab, the usefulness of lab studies can be enhanced. For instance, one approach is to “nest” laboratory experiments one within another and then examine the different results of the related experiments. This approach may serve to “net out” laboratory effects and thus reveal more about deep structural parameters than running a simple, more traditional, experimental design. Additionally, lab exper-
periments that focus on qualitative insights can provide a crucial first understanding and suggest underlying mechanisms that might be at work when certain data patterns are observed. Indeed, many of the arguments that we put forth in this study can be usefully explored using a laboratory experiment. Further, in the area of social dilemmas, laboratory experiments might help to illuminate whether punishing those who defect from pro-social behavior is a more powerful force than rewarding those who practice pro-social behavior.

Finally, recognizing that shortcomings exist in both lab-generated data and data from natural settings, an empirical approach that combines the best of each is appealing. A well-designed field experiment, incorporating the virtues of true randomization, but in a setting more representative of the behavior about which economists are seeking to learn, can serve as a bridge connecting these two empirical approaches.

- Thanks to seminar participants at the 2005 International Meetings of the ESA for useful suggestions. Excellent suggestions from James Andreoni, Nicholas Bardsley, Gary Becker, Gary Charness, David Cooper, Dan Gilbert, Uri Gneezy, Hays Golden, Glenn Harrison, Reid Hastie, Dean Karlan, Dan Levin, Jayson Lusk, Ulrike Malmendier, Ted McConnell, Kevin Murphy, Andreas Ortmann, Charles Plott, Jesse Shapiro, Andrei Shleifer, Robert Slonim, and Richard Thaler greatly improved the study. Colin Camerer, Ernst Fehr, and Alvin Roth provided detailed comments and made suggestions that have resulted in many improvements, although not as many as they would have wished. Seminar participants at Brigham Young University, University of Chicago, Laval University, McMaster University, Oberlin College, and the University of Nevada, Reno also provided useful feedback on bits and pieces of this research. Financial support for Levitt came from the National Science Foundation and the Sherman Shapiro Research Fund. An earlier version of this paper that discussed the generalizability of a much wider class of experiments circulated under the title “What Do Laboratory Experiments Tell Us about the Real World?”
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